INVOCATION: From out of the Great Silence, O Thou Luminous Brother MICAH –
Our Great Cosmic Angel! We Welcome Thee and Thy Ministry unto America and the
World; and as Thou hast put forth Thy Opening Wedge this day, so shall those under this
Radiation become aware of Thy Presence, O Thou Great Light of a 1000 Suns that
Illumines all earthly minds, making them aware of the One Eternal Presence, the One
Unifying Intelligence Governing All the Activity and Authority that ‘I AM’, Individualized
everywhere.
We Give Praise and Thanks that there is but One Intelligence Governing Everywhere, and
the Duty of the Student always, no matter what the appearance, is to Accept ONLY this
fact; and that He or She Becomes a Radiant Channel to Pour out this Truth like a gushing
stream, pouring itself forth into the Great Ocean of Life. We Give Praise and Thanks
that out of the Great Silence has come another Presence Who Will Bless, Lift and
Enlighten humanity; The unascended Ones Themselves! By the Power which ‘I AM’ and
the Accumulated Wisdom and Energy of the centuries, We as The New World Servers,
The New Human Angels, will now Project forth into the minds of humanity from this
day forth that Intelligent Activity which will Guide them aright and Assist them to control
themselves to act accordingly.
We Give Praise and Thanks for Thy Presence Dear Micah ‘I AM’ and Welcome You into
Our Lives and Hearts as we move closer to the Higher Truth of God’s Life for All Sentient
Life upon Earth and within the Multiverses that connect with us and One Living
Organism. And So It Is!

Beloved Hearts of this New World, I come to you today with Joy in My Heart, for I have
been Greatly Inspired by this Elemental Grace Alliance Expanding of Consciousness and
as ‘I AM’ the Archangel of the Consciousness of Unity; of Oneness, which is the same as
saying ‘I AM’ The Christed Focused Attention of the Cosmic Christ Consciousness.
Which is the same as saying ‘I AM’ One with Jesus the Cosmic Christ of Love, Wisdom
and Power. ‘I AM’ was also ‘Keeper of The Sacred Scrolls’ for this Galaxy, but that I will
speak of a little later!
For reference sake, I wish to say my sharing here with your all is held within the focus of
America and its Purification at this time. But you can and will in due course use everything
I say here for every other country around the world. I say this because we must continue
our focus upon America right NOW, for it is facing a Pinnacle of Magnification and
Intensity of The Sacred Cosmic White Fire Light from the Cosmos. This coming Solstice
is a Summit for a Projection from the Great Central Sun to aid humanity in the
Purification, Illumination and Freedom of All Life, but especially within the Borders of

America during the Solstice Period. So once again Dear Souls, you are exactly where you
have given Your Permissions to be, to be in position to Act as Lightning Rods to Ground
these New Energies, now beginning to Amplify in your Inner and outer World.
The events of the past weeks, within your questions to St Germain and what His answers
have been, all this has now opened a New Path, never been trod by humanity before.
Today, We can see a greater focus returning to the Mother Land of America than
previously attained in this way, and although Our Work is Endless in the Illumination,
Purification and Upliftment of humanity, something has now occurred that We the
Spiritual Triad, never expected to come from within the realms of any unascended beings,
with such potency. You Dear Souls have stimulated and stirred Me Greatly, and that is
why I have made My Presence Known more directly to many of you here now.
The New Dispensation of Divine Clemency is one thing, but to immediately take it to the
next Level is quite another. For it was never really considered by Us, as to how humanity
would ever interpret just what this removal of two-thirds of all discord and inharmony
within humanity would mean to them, or how it would play out. How would humanity
determine the difference between what the Hierarchy and Masters would Work upon and
what the one-third that was left to humanity and what that would look like to them; that
is to you, Dear Hearts?
Now through what took place just two days ago, through a gathering of three Individuals
within the physical Presence of each other, is showing Us within the Higher Realms, that
you indeed are no longer looking through the eyes of your unascended states of
consciousness, but through the Hearts of Oneness of the All That Is! I have been
Watching and Listening to all that has taken place within the Elemental Grace Alliance
from the beginning, the One thing that was never clear was how such a Divine Plan would
unfold, not from within a physical Group in one location but spread out all over the
World.
This we can see now, if this Plan is to accelerate and magnify, it must soon begin to find
a Greater Unity of Co-Operation, Co-Creation and Co-Participation between its
Members from a place of physicality; either Group Gatherings or Radiation Temples. For
it is here when face to face, where the Transmissions of Consciousness and Love in Action
can find a Path of Least Resistance that can be made manifest. It is one thing for Groups
to work with long distances between them, but it is quite another when they come together
away from the old paradigms of human beliefs and everyday responsibilities. For within
these Embraces, a Heightened Interaction of Synergetic Exchanges can take place. Of
course, we make the distinction here of Levels of Resonances also; The Higher the
Resonances, the Higher the Transmissions and Achievements.

This event I shall speak of again shortly, but first I wish to broach the subject of how
these ‘New Eyes’ of Yours can begin to Project your New Visions with Greater Capacity
and with a more expanded Level of Resonance and Light Quotient.
Our Beloved St Germain is a Very Wise and Loving Brother and His Answers to your
latest questions, using the GESARA as an example, Presented to you all, a New
Foundational Platform that has led to My ‘I AM’ Presence now coming forth, in My
Capacity as the Great Cosmic Angel of Oneness to speak with you. And so as not to have
to revisit the Words of St Germain or of Master Pujari, for those who have read them, I
will paste them once again here in your mind, as the references from which I will continue
now.
In My Discourse 11, Volume 18, December 19, 1956 I said this;

“I want to explain something tonight concerning the Ascended Masters’ Commands to
Life. We have already sent forth the Cosmic Commands for America’s Purification,
Illumination, and Freedom. That is Our Part of the fulfilment of the Great Divine Plan.
“But you, who are atoms in the body of the American people, are the will of the people to
express that which is the fulfilment of the Divine Plan. And therefore, it is imperative
that a certain number of the American people, by intense feeling and use of their own
Authority of Life, use Our Words of Our Command and Command with Us for
America’s Purification, Illumination, and Freedom in the Victory of the Ascension. We
told you long ago that Our Words are Cups of Light. We have given the Cups, and now
the people must use Them.
“And so when you send forth your Decrees for the Purification and Protection of the
Nation, will you remind yourselves that those Decrees are Our Words of Cosmic
Command and Cosmic Release of the Cosmic Light Substance and Sacred Fire that go
forth to Life to fulfil the Great Divine Plan. Therefore, when your Command releases a
certain proportion of the Light of your own Life Streams, which is the energy of the outer
self, and releases a certain amount of the Sacred Fire from your Life Stream, then as that
intensifies and expands, in agreement with Our Command for the Purification and
Freedom of the Nation, the Manifestation and fulfilment of your Calls must come into
outer physical action.
“And so, when you understand that the Cosmic Law requires a Command of Life, now
you’re not Commanding individuals. You are Commanding the Life Energy in the
atmosphere over the Nation; and you are commanding your own Life to go forth and
release the Sacred Fire that purifies, illumines, and raises the Nation and the people within
the Nation.” End Excerpt

As ‘I AM’ the Cosmic Guard of Unity Consciousness, ‘I AM’ also The Cosmic Guard
over all 50 States of America as well as the Destiny of the United States of America! So
within this, My Presence, I hold within Me the Heritage of humanity and the Lineages of
Humanity that have found their ways to this Heart of the World. You will remember
that St Germain said All Life began upon this Land and so it must unfold that the New
Land of America, that of the New Erthe, shall also begin here. So I tell you, this is now
going to be asking each of you to spend some further time within your own wildernesses
of both your Inner and outer appearances, just as I told Moses near Mt Sinai, to make the
preparations you shall need for when the New JerUSAlem begins to Manifest here in
America.
You are wholly dependent upon the Invincible Power of God that beats your heart.
Hence, your heart ought to throb with the Hearts of Angels in the Cosmic Beat of Unity.
You must, therefore, now begin to stand with Your Guard every moment at your own
doorstep to keep your own House Sweet with the Energy of The White Fire Sacred
Cosmic Light and with Your Heart as The Internal Gateway for your Focus and Purity
of Intentions, where Only the Unity of Oneness is accepted and allowed to enter. This
must be achieved within yourself First, and then allow yourselves to expand into your
Greater Communities thereafter. For if you are not Walking from this Place within you,
your outer creations and appearances will only begin to intensify and magnify, for you
have been told, in no uncertain terms, the Rings Passeth Not will forbid you entering the
Christ Councils of Light!
I tell you this Dear Souls, for every one of you continue to hold onto old beliefs and
consciousness patterning, at different amounts, that continue to play out in your lives.
These cannot continue and must be put through the ‘wringers of consciousness’ of the
Activities of Purification and Higher Choices for yourselves, if I may use this analogy.
Ascension is about moving Higher in your Conscious Awareness, moving Higher out of
the human dross, the ego, and Ascending into God Reality. This means mind, body and
Spirit. Purity is Reality. Light is Pure. God is Pure. You then need to bring that God
Presence Within you forward into your outer expressions of Life! If you think you can
continue with your old habits of thoughts, words and activities, especially those uses of
many types of food and drink that you place within your bodies, those other things that
you ingest and breathe, such a drugs, cigarettes and pollutions that you can avoid. The
outer activities that hold your attentions to hypnotic states of consciousness, such as TV,
internet, radio and all types of other devices, these will all keep you from Your Christed
Selves!

Do you See yourselves as Pure? Do you see your Beloved Freedom’s Star as Pure? Who is
being absolutely True to Their Inner Knowing about these things?
To Raise every atom, cell and electron in your Universe until it has fully Ascended into
the Light, and you are Free, you must make your Higher Connections to the Elementals
and Nature! We ask that you pay more attention to such things and amplify your
activities to turn away from all such things that no longer serve you!
To connect with Purity of Your ‘I AM’ Presence is to connect with the True Reality Itself,
that of God Life! To connect with Reality is to connect with the Unconditional Love
that God has for All of Creation, to the Power of never-ending Spheres of Creation, to
the Wisdom of the Divine Blueprint, the Mind and Heart of Christ. In Purity you will
find the Rock of Christ, the Rock unto which We will All build this Golden Age. A
Golden Age which does not die and cannot be destroyed, but instead continues to expand
and grow in the Light until this Planet has fully Ascended into the Spiritual Realms and
Life is Free to Be.
I tell you, you can in your Inner States of Consciousness Travel the Inner and Outer
Spheres of God Life, but you will never take those bodies of yours until these are Purified
to their Inner and Outer Perfections as well. Remember what you think, you create, so if
your outer worlds and appearances remain in imperfected states of being, then there is still
work to do! The sooner the better Dear Ones.
We want you to realise that you are the Light Bearers who have carried God’s Illumination
through the many Ages, that it will be impossible for you not to release that momentum
of Assurance, Health, Supply and Confidence, in Full Mastery when your outer surrenders
to the Guidance of Your Indwelling Christ.
Your bodies are only temples, place them then, each one into their proper orbit as an
instrument of not more importance than the pen in which you write. Your Creative
Centres of Thought and Feeling are either contributing to the atmosphere of the Inner
Realms, which We wish to become the Atmosphere of Earth, or to the death shroud of
the Planet, which St Germain hopes will become a Brilliant Star of Freedom, within the
next few years! If this human veil, which is invisible to the physical sight, can be recovered
through the use of the Sacred Fire, wielded, mind you, by unascended beings, you will be
able to move forward quicker in your individual lives and the Lives of the New Living
Organisms that Groups shall soon move toward.
Here My Sweet Children of the Sacred Fire is where I wish to tell you what happened just
two days ago, for it changes the whole fabric of potentialities from this time forth.

As you will all know that the use of Buddhic Columns have been introduced by the
Elemental Grace Alliance to assist and help overcome that which I spoke of above, that of
the difficulty of Transmitting Energy at a distance, wherein the Members of this Group
are located all over the world. This in its own right has now offered both humanity upon
the ground and the Spiritual Triad to work in a much more effective way. This has never
been seen before upon Earth and is another first in the evolution of a Human Race
anywhere in God’s Creation. This concept, for the Purpose of Unifying all 50 States of
America was also considered to be set up and over every major town within the Borders
of America. The Buddhic Columns were closely evaluated to serve as extractions of all
negativity, disorder and inharmonious consciousness, but it was found to be inconclusive,
leaving many areas and smaller townships still subjected to that which is less than God’s
Love.
The only conclusion was to place a single Buddhic Column over the entire Country of
America. Remember, that a Buddhic Column can be as small or as large as it is desired to
be and for the purpose at hand these three unascended beings chose to build it, while the
three of them were together; one being an American! What was Unique in every sense,
was at the end of the Activation of which you are all aware of here, a spontaneous choice
was made due to the Synergetic Energies passing through these Dear Souls, all stood over
a map of America after the activation was complete, and with any information Decree or
Invocation Travelled in Their Light Bodies to the Great Central Sun, and Stood before
the Throne of God, All three absorbed the Radiance of 1000 Suns, which I, Micah held
on Their behalves, as their bodies would not hold such Radiance, and they then returned
to Earth via the Solar Sun, collecting further Investments from Beloved Helios and Vesta.
They returned and stood beside Me upon the top of this New Buddhic Column now over
America, where they continue to stand radiating the 1000 Suns each, of Radiance over
America.
More than this, there was a further Activation that provided every single person within
the Borders of America with a clear channel to their Own ‘I AM’ Presence, in Accordance
to God’s Will; it was an Activation Calling forth the Law of Forgiveness for All, by the
Projection of Light which is Eternal Life, Light which is of the Great Principle of Life,
the Father, the Emanations of All Life; and I Declare unto you ‘I AM.’
We tell you, this has created a whole new dynamic, whereby this action from an
unascended being is taking the Responsibility of Activating the remainder of the one-third
of Responsibility within this Combined Forcefield of the Spiritual Triad and the
Supplementary Seven of unascended human beings upon the ground.
Think about this for a moment, remember what I have spoken of above!

“Therefore, when your Command releases a certain proportion of the Light of your own
Life Streams, which is the energy of the outer self, and releases a certain amount of the
Sacred Fire from your Life Stream, then as that intensifies and expands, in agreement with
Our Command for the Purification and Freedom of the Nation, the Manifestation and
fulfilment of your Calls must come into outer physical action.”
Remember what St Germain and Master Pujari spoke of about within every human being;
The Christ Light is Burning!

“….. ‘I come from the Great Cosmos of Light to watch you, O Earth. Draw your
Particles to you. Into every Particle, Project Light which is Eternal Life, Light which is
of the Great Principle of Life, the Father, the Emanations of All Life; and I Declare unto
you ‘I AM.’”
This Love in Action was and is, one of transcending the old human condition, for in this
Activity, it can be seen that humanity can move forward in ways that they KNOW they
no longer deem themselves to be human! THIS IS A REVELATION OF THE
GREATEST MAGNIFICATION YOU CAN IMAGINE AT THIS TIME!
You, Dear Souls have an incredible opportunity before you now, in your continued work
in clearing and cleansing the world as set out in the Elemental Grace Alliance Proposals
and more!! This willingness to step beyond the human condition is what We have been
Guiding you toward and now that you are doing this, you are also Guiding Us Home.
For what you are bringing forth as unascended human beings, is teaching all levels of
Consciousness, and that WE can say in many ways is offering every Being, new potentials
in relationship to the Evolution of Worlds.
I can share, that it is not the individuals necessarily that are responsible here, but every
single participant of this EGA New Living Organism, for here lays the Key for the Mighty
Success of removing all forms of fear and malevolence from the Planet, and Creating a
Whole New Evolutionary Path for the Quality of Life and Freedom of Spirit for all of
God’s Creations.
So the more you can Love the Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence and the Sacred Fire of the Universe
and call It in Its Strength and Power into yourselves, the more you expand Its Mastery in
you, the more you pour that Mastery into the life around you, and the more the Sacred
Fire takes Its Dominion in the world of manifestation where limitation and distress and
discord have been.
So as you keep your attention upon the Powers of the Sacred Fire, you will draw Them
into yourselves. And the more you use Them, the more you will enjoy Them.

Let Me close here by summarizing what has been shared.
We are the Spiritual Triad Through the Cosmic Law Dispensation of Removing twothirds of all human miscreation and discord, and who have been given Permission from
Unascended Human Beings to do so through the Granting of The Divine Clemency
Dispensation, We can now go ahead and Fulfil this Divine Plan.
You as unascended humanity, through Cosmic Law, must now follow our Decrees and
Invocations to honour your Part, one-third Part, by not only being Granted the
Dispensation that relates to your Responsibilities, That of the Divine Amnesty
Dispensation and then Step into your Divine Heritage as A Christ Being, to fulfil your
obligations.
It is not about the separation of what the Work entails, but who comes to join Us in the
Higher Realms. Two-Thirds Masters and Higher Intelligences and One-third Humanity
in their Mastery!
This Discourse the Mapping of Consciousness is the Conscious Patterning of no longer
looking at yourselves as unascended human beings, but Ascended Masters. And that has
begun through the Actions of a minority to expand exponentially now.
Dear Souls, You are Masters just like us, but you have stood behind the veil thinking you
were human. Now the veils have been removed, you can operate in both Realms with the
Full ‘I AM’ Authority and thus fulfil the Divine Amnesty Dispensation. Our work will
be completed very quickly but yours will take a little longer for if yours happened in the
same way as Ours, free will of humanity would not be honoured. And that We must
honour at all times. So while you remain within the lower registers of Vibrational
Frequencies then the amount of discord and miscreation will be in proportion to your
Resonances.
Do you see?? Think about this and ‘I AM’ sure it will become clearer as you go!
Let us close here tonight and We can continue again tomorrow for I would like to share
with you that aspect of Responsibility in Being a ‘Keeper of Scrolls’, for the understanding
of this Work will offer you yet another dynamic for you to become aware of in your EverEvolving Consciousness.
Archangel Micah ‘I AM’, ‘I AM’, ‘I AM’!
BENEDICTION: Thou Mighty Presence whom We in Great Joy have welcomed,
We Thank Thee for Thy Great Wondrous Radiance and Light, Thy Great Radiance
and Conquering Power; and We Trust that Thou mayest Decree Justice now and
for all time to mankind.

